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EAGLE MOUNTS

In Car

CONSOLES  4
ANTENNAS  8
EAGLE RADAR MOUNTS
FORD INTERCEPTOR MOUNT

Vehicle = Interceptor
Model Years = 20?? – Present
Location = ?????
Products = ?????
ORDER #????????
FORD CROWN VICTORIA MOUNT

Vehicle = Crown Victoria
Model Years = 2003 – Present
Location = Dash
Products = All Eagle Consoles
ORDER #050-0648-00
CHEVY IMPALA MOUNT
CHEVY CAPRICE MOUNT

Vehicle = Impala and Caprice
Model Years = 2006 – Present – Impala
  = 2012 – Present - Caprice
Location = Dash
Products = All Eagle Consoles
ORDER #200-2021-00
DODGE CHARGER MOUNT (1 of 2)

Vehicle = Dodge Charger
Model Years = 2006 – Present
Location = A-Arm along side of Dash
Products = All Eagle Consoles (Two Mounting Options provided in Mounting Kit)
ORDER #050-0839-00
DODGE CHARGER MOUNT (2 of 2)

Vehicle = Dodge Charger
Model Years = 2006 – Present
Location = A-Arm along side of Dash
Products = All Eagle Consoles
ORDER #050-0839-00
MOTORCYCLE BMW RT1200 EAGLE DISPLAY DASH MOUNT

Vehicles = BMW 1200 RTP Motorcycle
Model Years = 2011 - Present
Location = Dash
Products = Eagle
ORDER #015-1665-00
ADHESIVE WINDOW MOUNTS

Vehicle = Universal
Model Years = Universal
Location = Any Flat Glass Surface – Windshield or Rear Window
Products = K-Band Antennas – (Lensed and Long)
ORDER #200-1271-01
ADHESIVE WINDOW MOUNTS

Vehicle = Universal
Model Years = Universal
Location = Any Flat Glass Surface – Windshield or Rear Window
Products = KA-Band Antennas
ORDER #200-1271-00
SIDE WINDOW MOUNTS

Vehicle = Universal
Model Years = Universal
Location = Roll Down Capable Side Window – Antennas are mounted external to car.
Products = K-Band Antennas – (Lensed and Long)

KA-Band Antennas

Single Antenna - ORDER #200-1306-00
Dual Antenna – ORDER #200-1306-01
HINGED, SUCTION CUP MOUNT

Vehicle = Universal
Model Years = Universal
Location = Any Flat Glass Surface – Windshield or Rear Window
Products = K-Band Antennas – (Lensed and Long)
KA-Band Antennas

ORDER #200-1309-00
VISOR MOUNT

Vehicle = Universal
Model Years = Universal
Location = Along the top of the windshield
Products = K-Band Antennas – (Lensed and Long)
          KA-Band Antennas

ORDER #200-0726-00
7” DASH MOUNT

Vehicle = Universal  
Model Years = Universal  
Location = On Dash and along the bottom surface of the Windshield  
Products = K-Band Antennas – (Lensed and Long)  
KA-Band Antennas  

ORDER #200-0740-00
REAR DECK MOUNT

Vehicle = Universal
Model Years = Universal
Location = On Rear Deck
Products = K-Band Antennas – (Lensed and Long)
        KA-Band Antennas

ORDER #200-1062-00
LATCH SYSTEM DECK MOUNT

Vehicle = Universal
Model Years = Universal
Location = On Rear Deck at LATCH child restraint system attachment points
Products = K-Band Antennas – (Lensed and Long)
KA-Band Antennas
ORDER #200-1874-00